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They say it was the asteroid Uxor-77, crashed in the Indian Ocean five hundred miles from Perth, that 

changed this world so much. Even here, in Mexico. The seas and oceans have become black, thick as oil, 

dotted with rows of skulls like sailing race buoys, and people seem to have gone insane; forbidden dreams 

frying in the broth of their overheated brains, and everyone sleeping with an ax under their pillow. They 

are hungry, more than yesterday, more than ever. Living today is like floating through yesterday’s remains, 

strewn and beaten like delicious pheasants, and hung by the ankles from tribal structures to drain their 

fluids above apocalyptic purple-and-blue tufts of grass. Memories seem red, like liquid poppies, as if they 

were painted by Manet’s brush, staining the heretic canvas of the Apocalypse, the burned fields and 

human menageries. 

Meat, milk—all animal proteins—have become poison. They slowly burn your stomach; in a few days 

your tongue is boiled and swells like that of India’s sacred cows, then your eyes explode and it’s over. 

What matters now is survival. 

Uxor-77 is the wide vagina of the Apocalypse; it has rock armor and pulsates at a depth of thousands 

of feet, its outer folds dilating rhythmically, like the sharp lips of an oyster, spreading in the womb of 

Mother Earth, with macabre tremors and radioactive orgasms. That “green death” would like to take 

possession of your body and mind; it’s always waiting for each of us every morning to crawl down our 

throats at first breath, like an invisible snail, to fuck us. 

The green death moves inside the flesh, in the land, water, and air. Even inside thoughts, which run 

too fast now, colliding with each other, shattering the armor of archetypes and taboos. I’ve seen people 

on the street cutting out their own tongues with a knife, tearing them away, obsessed by their boiling 

glands. They make their bodies bleed, until they’ve drained them completely. Finally, they wait for the fat 

mutant rats to strip their flesh from humanity, and then become carcasses, surrealist sculptures lit by the 

intermittent electric neon of neuron clusters released, leaking from crushed brains, which, like translucent 

glue, drip down the drains, finding a new route. 



These fat rats are a new kind of predator, the pinnacle of evolution, the breed chosen by this crazy 

world to replace us. They have thick skin, and their skulls have changed, have become oblong, and now 

contain bigger brains and many more ideas than before. Their eyes, lit by the dreadful, psychedelic 

frequency of the Apocalypse, make each night seem like an inverted sky with green stars that blink, 

opening and closing their eyelids, while the sky above, the real one, is now covered by a thick blanket 

created by Uxor-77. Night, here in Mexico, as it is elsewhere, is suffocated by a white, gelatinous cover, 

up there, in front of the moon that has almost disappeared, against a black background; darkness pours 

into the streets, at the edges of the harbor, on the houses with walls covered by fleshy mushrooms, a new 

and unknown species, that reflect, with their phosphorescent blood, the artificial lights of the city, still 

operating, intermittent hopes, mostly burned out. 

Everything has changed. People, betrayed by the new traps of their own planet and the indifference 

of their gods and leaders, rely on ancient traditions and ancestral rites, on sorcerers who wear latex masks 

and predict the future by reading wounds on the bodies and mouths of the desperate, forced to adapt to 

the needs of cannibalism, to the new philosophies focused on swallowing human livers, entrails, and 

preserves made of muscles. Proteins are the new gold of this century; bullion of flesh, stored in many 

little living Fort Knoxes, walking on two legs, staggering on roadsides with the severed heads of their 

fellow men and women inside shopping bags. Children who are still breastfed are not poisonous like 

most other infected humans and animals; they can be eaten without risk, without consequences. Their 

flesh is healthy and tender, easy to digest. People go hunting night and day, forcing mothers—those who 

still resist the bite of the green death—to stay awake for days, to remain seated behind the front door 

with sawed-off shotguns in their laps, to protect their nests. They wait for the predator, the hungry—a 

neighbor, a relative, or a stranger. Even their husbands. It doesn’t matter which monster turns the light 

off tonight, which one eats the flesh of their sons. 

The epidemic began six months ago. The army of hungry people, now out of control, those whom 

we call youth eaters, are getting bigger and stronger. They like to experience the magical orgasm of having 

survived the Apocalypse by eating newborn flesh, even if it’s only enough for one more week of life. 

Nothing better than that kind of flesh, which still smells of milk, of the biological matrix of the mother, 

who has just forged those tasty nerves, those little muscles and bones to be chewed, until the tip of the 

tongue seeps into the fresh marrow, tasting the fragrant pulp that screams of youth. 



Rico, my five-month-old only child, was taken by the youth eaters three weeks ago, while Celeste, my 

wife, was asleep in her chair with the rifle in her lap. She hadn’t slept for three days until that moment. 

Those three bastards, after having taken care of my son, even swallowing his clothes, too thrilled by the 

fever of the cannibal, bit one of my wife’s ankles too; they tasted her because Celeste still appeared to be 

immune to the green death. She looked too beautiful to resemble a daughter of the Apocalypse. But in 

her blood, as well as in mine, the venom of Uxor-77 already flowed. We are both in stage one of the 

epidemic impact, as they call it. We will become youth eaters in about a month, or maybe our eyes will 

explode before that; it would be better to die that way to avoid becoming, sooner or later, part of those 

cannibal bands that, gathered around the old neighborhood fires, stuff their mouths with skewers of 

infants. 

That sad night I was on patrol at the harbor; it was my turn and that of Florentino, in his usual belt 

stuffed with hand grenades, and old Ignacio, very familiar with the flamethrower, with all his teeth 

covered in gold; at night his smile is one of the few things that still shines in this ghost town. I couldn’t 

do anything for my Rico. I cried so hard I tore the muscles in my neck and made the hordes of dogs yelp 

as they encroached upon the landfill to the south, where human fingers stick out of thousands of black 

bags piled in gloomy, soft pyramids of the twentieth century, as if those tormented carcasses, stuffed 

inside, wanted to run away. 

 

*** 

 

Today is el Día de los Muertos, and Celeste wants to see her little Rico before the green death makes her 

go totally crazy. The earthly body of my son is inside the stomach of those three motherfuckers, of 

course, but we can see his soul sucking milk from the branches of the Chichihuacuauhco trees, the place 

that hosts all the children who die so early, not yet weaned off their mothers’ breast. So says Celeste—

she really believes this story. We need to reach the Isla Mujeres, a few sea leagues from here, where Ixchel, 

the goddess of fertility, takes care of the dead children’s garden, near the southern tip of the island, the 

first part of the Mexican territory to be illuminated by sunlight in the morning. The Maya knew how to 

choose their sacred sites, as well as how to enjoy human flesh, thanks to special recipes, during their 

festive banquets. An ancient pre-Colombian cult is back in vogue in this crazy world, together with other 

witchcraft, old and new, absurd rituals that make the fat mutant rats seem more advanced and human 

than us. I don’t think that all this was caused only by the crash of asteroid Uxor-77. 

 



*** 

 

The Apocalypse seemed to have started before; there were clear signs. The ultimate goal of human 

evolution may be self-destruction, something that has been hidden in the genetic code of our species 

from the beginning, protected by a primordial password, back to a time when we still walked on all fours 

and lived in the trees, away from large fangs. A kind of backdoor, a virtual red button on the command 

console, a golden key to turn in its seat, a procedure capable of launching into the planet’s ass hundreds 

of nuclear missiles when the countdown reaches zero. But this doesn’t matter now. 

We go from house to house, gathering the others and moving together toward the harbor to leave for 

Isla Mujeres. We defend ourselves with weapons and sticks from the attacks of the fat rats constantly on 

the hunt, immune to the poison that flows in our blood. We are nothing more than food on the move, 

waiting to eat or be eaten. Every street is an open-air butcher shop, where the screams are queens, like 

opera divas, while the squares are filling up with disgusting dens built with fleshless bones, white as 

marble, human remains, pieces of flesh too hard or too old to be eaten, assembled by the glue of cartilage. 

In those revolting places, the damn rats mate and breed, with the Apocalypse sonar pulsating inside their 

bellies, encouraging them to become millions. 

Celeste is with me, together with a crowd of young women, their useless breasts swollen with milk 

protruding from red, sleeveless dresses with full skirts, typical of el Día de los Muertos, accompanied by 

a few husbands who have survived and chew their tongues in order to resist the green death that is about 

to erupt inside their bodies. All these people want to see the souls of their devoured children eat and play 

in the Chichihuacuauhco garden on the island, protected by Ixchel. The signs of the goddess are painted 

on the women’s cheeks: two small semi-circles, blue painted on their faces with fingertips. Those signs 

represent the magical, infinite vagina of Ixchel who continues to take care of the dead children to 

repopulate the planet; they will be ready when our species is totally extinct. Something cyclical, eternal. 

So says the myth, and today people will believe anything just to escape from reality, from what surrounds 

us, from the gruesome Apocalypse unleashed by Uxor-77, the dark bride from outer space that came 

here to mate with death in a sulfur mist. 



The old fishing boat of Iker the Iberian is waiting for us; he’s a son of a bitch who could only be 

fucked by the green death. Instead of his right ear, ripped off by the teeth of a barracuda, there is a thin 

sheet of dilithium that goes down to his neck, containing a radio transmitter and a telescopic antenna. 

He calls it his “magical seashell” and says that it guides him during his sea journeys. But I know that he 

imagines hearing, thanks to this strange device, the voice of Flora coming from hell, his wife who died 

ten years ago. Her voice, a whisper, is the breath of the sea that he likes to listen to; it is the North Star 

that tells wonderful stories to sailors, shaking her breasts to confuse their minds and senses. 

Iker’s boat is the last one to sail toward Isla Mujeres. The others have already left. We can see them 

in the distance, with their painted hulls for el Día de los Muertos: vaginas and blue skulls, sometimes 

submerged by the waves, while the red clothes of the women seem like many small sails driven by the 

wind. Iker shouts at us to hurry, to get on board, crossing the narrow walkway, while his strange crew, 

the Ortiz twins with their messed-up hair, work with their flamethrower to keep away two hordes of rats 

approaching, too close, threatening our group. Before boarding the Flora Belly, Celeste and I take a last 

look at the houses of the city in the southern area of the harbor. 

We see, in the narrow alleys, people running and climbing on balconies, with their gnawed legs 

dangling down, while from the steep slopes rivulets of human blood drip, mixing with the green manure 

of the cursed rats, phosphorescent like their eyes. 

“Come on! Hurry up!” Iker shouts. “Manu, cast off now!” The harbor slowly moves away. Celeste 

observes the black sea, thick like oil, ground with effort by the boat’s engines. We see some shadows 

beneath the oily surface of the water, long and sinuous bodies, similar to big snakes with two heads; 

swimming upstream, they seem to observe us with their primitive senses, maybe able to detect our smell, 

our voices swaying on the deck of the boat. They are new mutant creatures, other daughters of Uxor-77. 

They made a killing of our mackerels, tunas, marlins, and mahi-mahi. The sea has no more colors, just 

like everything else. It is nothing more than a dark aquarium of death. The people of my city call this new 

species of predator “snakes of the devil”; someone caught them and saw the real appearance of these 

monsters out of water. Their bodies are a horrendous dichotomy of steel and jelly, a Giger’s merging of 

teeth, muscles, and sex organs mechanically combined. Heretical beasts. 

Iker boasts of having eaten several specimens of them, ripped apart their flesh and cooked it in a pan 

with hot sauce. “Their heads are good, but they must be cooked for a long time,” he likes to say whenever 

someone brings up the topic. But these are his same old stories, which no one believes now. His madness 

seems to be the only way for him—his gasoline—to move forward and escape the Apocalypse. I should 

learn from Iker. 



“What are you thinking about?” I ask Celeste, almost resigned to her silence. She hasn’t said a single 

word for days, I imagine that she continues to think of Rico’s soul sucking milk from the branches of 

Chichihuacuauhco trees; it has become her obsession, and today, el Día de los Muertos, she’ll see her son 

again. Celeste really believes in the story of Isla Mujeres, in the dead children’s garden, and that’s fine 

with me. I’m with her, ready to believe anything, any sorcery or miracle, if it’s useful; if it can help her in 

some way. 

“Will he be playing with the others? Has his hair grown?” 

She spoke to me, finally; her blue eyes seem to look at me, but she’s not really seeing me. In her mind 

lives Rico’s ghost who, with his small fingers, moves the gears of her thoughts back and forth, making 

them creak, her voice broken by emotion. Celeste is nothing more than a doll now, with a tape recorder 

instead of a heart, that continues to rewind the memories of yesterday, the advanced mechanics moving 

her skeleton with grace, echoing her vocal cords, making it look like she’s still alive. 

“I’m sure he’s fine, on the island, along with other babies.” 

 

*** 

 

The beach is covered with empty turtle shells, it’s hard to get to the north side of the island to reach 

the sanctuary. We walk among groups of pilgrims of death, while the stone idols of Ixchel, Ixchebeliax, 

Ixhunie, and Ixhunieta, with their bared breasts ramming the wind, watch us from above with strange, 

intrigued and hungry glances, practically licking their lips of death. “Living flesh!” Maybe that’s what the 

goddesses are thinking, who now seem to descend upon us with their long shadows, pointy from their 

indestructible, eternal nipples. Ixchel is the most fascinating, no doubt, with her jaguar ears, her snakes 

and jade jewelry that gather around her firm body, a dragonfly carved on her abdomen, which seems to 

have just flown out of her sacred vagina, and an overturned jar in her hands, which, I guess, pours her 

amniotic fluid onto the beach, like an invisible waterfall. 



Celeste has moved away from me; she’s leading the group now, near the edge of the beach, anxious 

to reach the Chichihuacuauhco garden. She seems to have wings on her ankles. I start to follow the path, 

leaving Ixchel’s view who, like a stone mermaid, slows my pace and my mind, shaking her invisible rattles, 

ancestral castanets, inviting me to fly into the purple cathedral of her womb and be suffocated by pleasure 

like other dragonflies imprisoned there. A good way to die, always better than living the reality, outside, 

here, especially after the crash of Uxor-77. Then I start to run, because from those turtle shells scattered 

everywhere, thousands of coral snakes are emerging, awakened by the heat of the afternoon and by the 

human smell. Iker had warned us about that damn beach, which he called “Little Normandy.” The reptiles 

attack the last of the group, raising their heads, loading their venom glands with the deadliest of poisons. 

During these pilgrimages of death, there are always the disillusioned, the slower ones; many of them 

allow snakes to spit venom in their blood, without resistance. Ernesto, the butcher, chose that quick 

death. He’s tired of following the ghost of Regina, his wife, who tore out all of her hair and now walks 

on all fours, just like the fat rats of the apocalyptic harbor. The youth eaters have driven many people 

insane. Ernesto, sitting on the sand, is overcome by the snake coils and clenches his hands and teeth, 

while the cables of his neck muscles are tightening until they snap one after another; he seems to be 

praying. For a moment I can see, in the core of his eyes, the jellyfish of relief caressing his brain with 

their transparent, hypnotic tentacles. He’s tasting the morphine of the end. Then I reach the group, on 

the ascent to the sanctuary, without looking back. 

The women, with their red dresses, sit in small groups around the Chichihuacuauhco trees. Observing 

them from a distance, they look like a bunch of tomatoes in a dry field. Then they begin to hum, lulling 

in their arms something invisible. Is this the garden of the dead children? Is Rico here? I don’t see 

anything but charred oak bombed by the radioactive rain, drooping psychedelic agaves, a carpet of ferns 

disintegrated into powder, from which emerge the ruins of ancient walls, a stump of an altar with a strange 

hunting scene carved on its pedestal, topped by an iguana that moves only its eyes; it seems to be made 

of stone too. Where is the goddess and the milk of the dead? 

I approach Celeste and her red circle of women who tremble as if they are sharing the intimacy of a nest. 

She holds tight against her chest her illusion, the small ghost of Rico. I think back to when Uxor-77 had 

not yet crashed on the planet and remember her thin fingers on my lips, shutting off my most painful 

thoughts. The old shop of my father, a retailer of batteries for holographic systems, was close to 

bankruptcy; I was ruining everything. “It’ll be fine, you’ll see,” she said to me. I can still see, thanks to 

the torches of memories, her mango skin, her queenly byzantine thighs, her swollen belly, and the breasts 

that were beginning to fill with milk. “You, me…and him, nobody else.” She always repeated these words. 

Then the asteroid came, with its fiery trail that scarred the sky for days. 



The Apocalypse was revealed, together with its fat rats and the most horrible animal mutations; it was 

time for the youth eaters, for sleeping with an ax under the pillow…and then again that awful night, 

Rico’s carcass and his soft fleshless ribs, his cradle splashed with blood by a cannibal Pollock. I still hear, 

from that moment, the Morse code of madness that engraves lines and dots in the matrix of my brain: 

A.P.O.C.A.L.Y.P.S.E. 

It had to end this way, here, in the Chichihuacuauhco garden during el Día de los Muertos, to celebrate 

ghosts, both those who live inside your head and those sitting on the roots of these death oaks, between 

photographs, toys, and dolls whose heads rotate 360 degrees, necklaces, mechanical laughter, laser guns 

of spaceships that turn on and off, drones in the shape of parrots, sad chants, red dresses, women’s heads 

with no more hair, and the dead who suck the black milk of the Underworld. But there are things I can’t 

see here, and others that I see too well. I would like to become stone, like the remains of this macabre 

place, this overturned Eden, just like that iguana who doesn’t waste too much energy living, continuing 

to look at me with pity. 

Celeste, with her hand to her forehead, protecting herself from the sun, looks up and smiles. “What 

did I tell you, his hair grew!” 

I see nothing, like the other men who are with me, but this piece of adrift planet that sucks the poison 

from its apocalyptic land, where Uxor-77 laid its phosphorescent eggs, and this group of women with 

their breasts still swollen with milk who are cradling ghosts. A psychedelic, absurd celebration of el Día 

de los Muertos, while the idol of the goddess Ixchel, the primordial uterus, the chipped totem of 

motherhood, seems to turn its face toward us; its breasts of stone, which are immune to Earth’s gravity, 

appear larger than before. The milk in the stone and that of the branches of the Chichihuacuauhco trees 

flows at the edges of the consciousness of men, splitting into a thousand elusive streams, without ever 

filling our jar of senses; we don’t have eyes powerful enough to see it. Besides, we’re in Isla Mujeres. 

“You see him, don’t you?” Celeste reads my face, realizing that I’m blind to this parallel reality, 

although I’m nodding to her. What is she caressing? The transparent skull of Rico, or something else? 

And what are the other women seeing now? For whom, or what, are they singing their nursery rhymes? 

Bonifacio, one of the husbands of these pilgrims of death, lies down on the ground; he seems to be trying 

to see something through the sparse grass and the little dunes of agave dust. Perhaps he imagines that 

the dead children of Chichihuacuauhco have become small as ants, or he’s just going insane. Maybe I’m 

mad like him, and I’m watching from a sick place in my mind, going back in time, where Celeste, on the 

kitchen chair, stretches as she always does, hoping to see, from the window overlooking the harbor, a 

boat docking, full of children with their flesh sewn, as it should be in nature, driven by a captain with a 

scar on his throat from ear to ear, who wears a conquistador’s helmet and, balancing on the bow, waves 

a white flag. As if to say: 



“The Apocalypse, the war, is over, folks! Come and take your children back.” 

Still, I’m sure to be right here, on the Isla Mujeres, in that place called Chichihuacuauhco, holding my 

face in my hands, hoping my brain will drip down through my nose to get it over with quickly, both to 

live and to think. But the goddess has different plans for me. Celeste’s back suddenly seems shocked by 

high voltages; she’s having convulsions. She gently puts Rico’s body on the ground, Rico’s imaginary 

body, then gets on all fours to release the kilotons of death, triggered by the now unstoppable epidemic 

in her body. I’ve seen this macabre scene a thousand times in the city. I try to get closer to her, but she 

strikes me with her whirling arms, which move with non-human speed. Her eyes, which now resemble 

two supernovae, explode; her blue eyeballs, attached to the whitish tails of nerves, like the tentacles of 

jellyfish, are projected a few feet, living artillery rockets. The blood gushes from her face; Celeste is now 

a human fountain that sprays its sap, its red fluid, until she’s dry. After all, it’s better to die this way than 

become a youth eater and bite babies, constantly on the hunt like those fat rats. 

I want to see Rico for the last time, like all these women, indifferent to my wife drowned in her own 

pool of blood, who continue to sing for their children and hold their hands. Until sunset, after that the 

children will become invisible; so says the legend. 

What are they really seeing? 

I gather Celeste’s eyes from the ground and squeeze them in my hands. Maybe it will work this way. 

And it’s true, after just a few seconds of darkness, I see the real Chichihuacuauhco garden, the milk 

dripping from the branches, the mammillae, sunflowers that stain the ground with their expressionist 

yellow, and Ixchel, in the flesh, who fertilizes this magic little piece of the planet with her amniotic fluid, 

which continuously drips out between her legs. 

And then I see the children, everywhere, hundreds of them, with their intermittent shadows, their 

black and white bodies that pulsate thanks to an alien radio frequency. Their flesh, torn away during their 

terrestrial lives, finished between the teeth and in the stomach of youth eaters, has returned to their bones, 

as if nothing had happened. But they seem to have almonds instead of eyes, maybe to make them forget 

what they have seen, and their mouths are smeared with blood, like those of predators. 

Rico, who must have caught my scent, comes close to my shoes, pushing himself forward on hands 

and knees. Celeste was right, his hair grew. I lean toward him, I take him in my arms, I cradle my son and 

sing an old song. Then he opens his mouth—he has the teeth of a wolf—and clings to my chest. 

Bite, my little one. 
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